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Introduction

On May 8-10, 1991, the Midwest Consortium for the MCISS has sponsored workshops and
International Security Studies (MCISS) and conferences on various topics of concern to scholars
Argonne National Laboratory cosponsored a studying security issues. These have included a
conference on Global Climate Change and series of workshops on various aspects of national
International Security. The aim was to bring security decision making in both the United States
together natural and, social scientists to examine the and the U.S.S.R., the ethics of low-intensity conflict,
economic, sociopolitical, and security implications of Congress and foreign policy, and the role of women
the climate changes predicted by the general in national security. Efforts have been made to
circulation models developed by natural scientists, include scholars from fields whose work is related
Five themes emerged from the papers and but not traditionally seen as concerned with
discussions: (1)general circulation models and security issues. These fields include history,
9redicted climate change; (2) the effects of climate sociology, anthropology_ religious studies, and
change on agriculture, especially in the Third ethics. In addition, graduate students are included
World; (3) economic implications of policies to as full participants in each activity.
reduce greenhouse gas emissions; (4) the
sociopolitical consequences of climate change; and The MCISS is managed by the American
(5) the effect of climate change on global security. Academy of Arts and Sciences. Since 1987, it has
Sections I-V provide summaries of the formal talks been supported by a generous grant from the
that were presented fbr each of these themes. John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation.
Section VI summarizes other issues that were With _'enewed support from the MacArthur
developed during the discussion sessions that Foundation in 1990, MCISS expanded its field of
followed each talk. The program and a list of concern to include security in the southeast Asia
participants may be found in Sections VII and VIII. context, the impact of military expenditures and

arms acquisitions on Third World security and
The MCISS is an organization composed of development, the moral role of scientists with

universities that support graduate programs in respect to the knowledge they generate, the
international security studies. It was organized in implications of the restructuring of eastern Europe,
1986 to develop a program of interdisciplinary and international security and global change.
workshops and conferences that would encourage
interactions among participants and foster Additional information about MCISS activities
networking that could lead to interinstitutional can be obtained from Dr. Rice, 5801 S. Kenwood
studies and projects. In carrying out its mission, Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, 60637; (312) 753-8162.
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Section I

Predicting Climate Change:
Certainties and Uncertainties of Physzcal M_,,..ls

Three speakers addressed this topic: Thomas CH 4 show a direct relationship between global
Donahue, University of Michigan; John Firor, temperature and the amount of gr, enhouse gases.
National Center for Atmospheric Research; and

Douglas Sisterson, Argonne National Laboratory. Several models have been developed that predict
the effective doubling of' atmospheric CO 2 by 2030,

with an average global temperature increase

Thomas Donahue opened the conference ranging from 1.5 ° to 5.5°C. The models differ in the

with a descriptive overview of the general circula- assumptions regarding the mechanism of CO 2
tion models natural scientists have developed for increase (i.e., continuous or instantaneous). They

the prediction of climate change. His remarks all agree that the global average surface tempera-
focused on the detection of global warming, the pre- ture, global mean precipitation, northern polar

dictivc ability of the models, and their shortcomings, winter temperature, and global sea level will
increase, but they differ as to how large each

The models are based primarily on the expected change will be. The models are unable to predict

increase in the greenhouse gases carbon dioxide the local variations in precipitation and the

(CO2) , methane (CH4), and the chlorofluorocarbons frequency of tropical storms.
(CFCs). The information obtained by measuring the

CO 2 trapped in glacial ice over hundreds of years A number of factors account for the uncertain-
permits scientists to state with certainty that ties that contribute to the absence of a greater
atmospheric CO 2 has been increasing since the consensus on the part of modelers. One factor is
industrial revolution (Figure 1.1). Temperature clouds. Higher temperatures may produce more
records that have been maintained since 1870 show clouds, but will they be high-level clouds, which
a definite increase in the earth's average surface

temperature (Figure 1.2). While the figure shows
that there have also been some short-term decreases --_-----_---r---r_

in the temperature, the overall trend is up. I ..°.i A,no_Moa:_ : ' !
Comparison of the temperature changes since 1870 /-- 5-Yo_rRun,,ng_n . ........................ 1.0Mo_:h:i......"_
with measured changes in atmospheric CO 2 and o.4|........, ........:........-.........:........-...... . : .. : , :_

o.2_.............., i..........:i........:i........i....._ .:.."........,",!,......:i........"-..,......,rr._:_'l"
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FIGURE 1.1 Estimated Atmospheric Concen- FIGURE 1.2 Changes in Annual Mean

tration of CO 2 from Glacier Ice Samples Temperature since 1880
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absorb more infrared radiation, or low-level clouds, conditions (e.g., the weather at the moment) and
which reflect more sunlight back to space? Another calculates the progression of weather from that
uncertainty is the degree of convection intensifica- moment. Weather forecasts cannot be made beyond
tion in the tropics, and a third uncertainty is the five or ten days, because as one moves away from
effect of the oceans in slowing the average rate of the starting point, the errors build up; eventually,
heating. More information is needed about the the information about the initial state is destroyed.
thermal capacity of'oceans, their absorption of CO2,
and the effects of currents on both. The ARM Dr. Firor affirmed that the variation in
(Atmospheric Radiation Measurement) program, temperature predictions of the general circulation
described by Douglas Sisterson later in this section, models is largely dependent on the way they treat
iS gathering information about clouds and radiation clouds. If clouds are left out entirely and only blue
transfer. Finally, the models divide the world into skies are permitted, all the models give similar
grids that are roughly 500 kilometers on a side. In answers. Since the temperature increases predicted
order for their predictive ability to be more detailed, by the models differ by a factor of two, we can be
it would be necessary to use much smaller grids and fairly certain that the mechanisms for treating
to have computers with 500 times the capacity of clouds are oversimplified. More information is
those currently in use. needed about clouds: how they absorb moisture and

release it as rain, how different kinds of clouds
Our confidence in the models is based on their absorb radiation, etc. The federal government has

ability to predict the variation in temperatures recently made fmlds available to enhance research
between summer and winter, past ice ages, and the on this subject.
climate impact of phenomena such as El Nifio. As it
is difficult to quantify the error range of any Although clouds are handled in a simplified way
individual model, it is likely that the overall range because we don't have sufficient information about
of all the models and the range of any single model them, their treatment can't be entirely wrong or the
may be the same. The difference in the predicted models would not work as well as they do for
temperature increase from one model to another seasonal changes. Since we know the cause of
arises because of the differences in their treatment seasonal temperature variations -- namely, the
of clouds and oceans, both of which need, and are position of the sun north or south of the equator
getting, more study. While the chemistry of the this factor can be introduced into a model to see if it
interaction of water and carbon dioxide molecules is can correctly predict seasonal climate change.
well known, opinions differ about the capacity of the
oceans to absorb CO2. Furthermore, the effect of The models also work fairly well in backcasting
higher temperatures on the CO2 output and past climates, such as the period 900 years ago,
absorption by trees and other plants is not known, when the orbit of the earth around the sun was

somewhat different, and the late stages of the last
ice age. When used to predict temperature changes

John Firor also spoke about climate modeling for the future, the models foresee much more rapid
and noted that the use of computers for making temperature changes than the earth has experi-
models that can forecast the weather go back to the enced since the beginning of human civilizations.
building of the first computer by von Neumann. These are transient temperature changes because
Modern climate modeling is based on the work of the oceans are not in equilibrium with the higher
L.F. Richardson, which began in 1912. His atmospheric temperatures. The oceans change more
equations are still the starting point for most large slowly than the atmosphere, and as the emission of
climate models. CO2 continues and the temperature ]ises, they can't

catch up.

One important difference between models ibr
forecasting weather and those for predicting climate Dr. Firor also spoke about the meaning of
change is that the latter utilize a fixed set of overall uncertainty, comparing the use of this _,erm by
conditions, including the shape and size of the earth scientists and its inappropriate use by many others.
and the nature and composition of the atmosphere. For example, there is no mlcertainty that the
Weather foreca,_ting starts with a particular set of temperature will rise with increasing atmospheric
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C02; all the models agree on this. The uncertainty solar radiation vary with the type and height of a
is in the extent to which it will rise. While the cloud?
curves showing the increase in temperature for
various models are average values that may be too Since cloud cover varies from place to piace on a
high or too low, the increase will certainly not be scale of tens of kilometers while the model's grids
zero. This use is to be contrasted with the uso of are 250-500 kilometers on a side, having the

the term uncertainty in discussing whether one will computer capacity to utilize a smaller grid size in
miss a plane connection. In this case, there are the models would be useful. The CHAMMP
only two possibilities: miss it or make it. (Computer Hardware, Advanced Mathematics Model

Physics) Program is developing a parallel processing
In concluding, he pointed out that despite the system in which many small computers are tied

uncertainties of the models and the variations in together. Each computer handles one small section
predicted temperature rise, the policy implications of the model and transfers its information to a
are the same for all the models -- namely, that central computer that puts it all together. The data
steps should be taken to slow the increase in from the ARM Program instruments are recorded
greenhouse gas emissions, directly by the small computers and sent to a

supercomputer for factoring into the climate models
being tested. The computers also store the data so

Douglas Sisterson summarized the work that if anyone wants to go back and use the actual
being carried out by the Atmospheric Research measurements differently they are available.
Section of the Environmental Research Division at
Argonne National Laboratory. Two U.S. Depart- The experimental program is called CART
ment of Energy programs have been initiated to (Clouds and Radiation Testbed) system. Science
improve understanding of the energy balance and team proposals are tested by data collection at a
the radiative effects of clouds and to incorporate large number of climatologically important CART
this information into the models. The ARM sites. An instrument development project is part of
Program is examining the formation and properties the program. The large number of measurement
of clouds and the transfer of radiation under various sites (five primary and five secondary) will enable
conditions (clear sky, broken clouds, generally comparisons of cloud formations and behavior with
overcast). How, for example, does the absorption of variations in land and ocean-surface temperatures.
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Section II

Implications for Agricultural Production

Vernon Ruttan reported on the implications there has been little progress in the control of
for agricultural production of the predicted climate several parasitic diseases. In addition, the
changes. His presentation was based on his emergence of AIDS could pose a major threat to
conclusions from a series of dialogues among productivity.
agricultural, environmental, and health scientists
concerning the constraints on sust:,.inable growth in The effect of global warming and other environ-
agricultural production into the ft.'st decades of the mental changes will only exacerbate the problems
21st century, described above. Global warming will result in

rising sea levels that will inundate many river delta

Until the 20th century, all increases in areas, especially in southern Asia. Drier and more
agricultural production were brought about by erratic climate regimes are predicted for the interior
expansion of the area under cultivation, a source of crop-growing regions of southern Asia and North
production growth no longer available. In this America.
century, fertilization, _rrigation, and improvement
in crop varieties have been the means of increasing The direct transfer of advances in science
food production. During this time, the real wheat research in developed countries will not be sufficient
and rice prices have decreased. However, irrigation to improve agricultural yields. The problems of
is becoming even more expensive, the incremental tropical areas receive inadequate attention in the
gains from increased fertilization are declining, and temperate, developed countries, and the farmers in
the research effort needed to maintain current developing countries must be educated in the use of

yields is becoming more costly. Advances in new techniques. Hence, efforts must be made to
biotechnology and genetic engineering are the likely institutionalize the agricultural research capacity in
sources of increased yield in the coming years, but developing countries. This would include the
the research infrastructure required to develop establishment of substantial basic biological
these methods is very costly in both dollars and research and training capacity and the education of
manpower. Furthermore, the promises of biotech- agricultural workers, especially in the tropical
nology are behind the predictions that were made countries.
for these techniques.

While they are certainly beneficial, conservation

Population growth and growth in per capita measures alone will not be sufficient to counteract
consumption from higher incomes will place large global warming and its impact on agricultural
demands on agricultural production. At the same production. Furthermore, conservation measures
time, there will be a number of constraints on are frequently in conflict with traditional practices
increasing production. One of these is the and thus are not readily adopted. The loss of soil
increasing cost of maintenance research (e.g., the due to erosion, water-logging, and salinization;
effort that keeps yields from declining as new pests groundwater contamination from plant nutrients
evolve that attack the new, high-yield crop and pesticides; and the growing resistance of
varieties). Another constraint on production is the insects, weeds, and pathogens to present methods of
health of agricultural workers. Factors causing control will not be ameliorated by a preventionist
health burdens range from a decline in the caloric approach alone, although increased energy efficiency
intake of workers in a number of underdeveloped and conservation would make significant contribu-
countries to infectious diseases and illness caused tions.
by the by-products from industrial and agricultural
intensification, especially in the centrally planned Professor Ruttan favors an adaptionist strategy
economies. While the control of many infectious (i.e., one that moves toward the design and imple-
diseases and diarrheal disease has been marked, mentation of new institutions). In addition to the
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development of incentive-compatible institutional agricultural research if it would choose to reassign
design, a serious effort to develop alternative land the funding.
use and farming and food systems is needed. The
purpose of social science research should be to Some of the direct effects of climate change on
design institutions capable of achieving compati- agriculture were brought out during the discussion,
bility among individuals, organizations, and social and it was noted that global warming will provide
objectives in resource management which is the more favorable conditions for agriculture in some
meaning of "incentive-compatible institutions," He areas such as Iceland, northern Europe, and the
sees the design of needed institutions as a task of Soviet Union, while increasing the need for
social scientists akin to the applied science activities irrigation in many areas that are currently
of natural scientists. This task is typically carried marginal. The development of salt-tolerant crops
out in an ad hoc fashion and let_ to policymakers would be helpful as a means to combat the current
alone, an approach that is inefficient. The U.S. salinization of cropland and also the salinization
management of water resources in the West is an that might result from the expected rise in sea level.
example of a poorly managed resource because of
the application of ad hoc, politically based solutions While he agreed that improved distribution
to a problem that affects a large region, systems were important, Mr. Ruttan does not

believe that they will solve the world's food
Ruttan also stressed the importance of knowl- problems. He expressed concern that farmers in

edge transfer as opposed to technology transfer, poor countries are expected to increase their
Technology is location specific, which is why it is production by 3-5%, while the West's best efforts in
important to create site-specific research and this area have resulted in a 2% annual growth.
training capacity. Developing countries can be
helped most effectively when they have the capacity The possibility of reducing the production and
to take international knowledge and use it to solve consumption of meat was explored. This would
local climate and crop problems. Furthermore, the indeed reduce the demand for grains and soybeans,
development of indigenous research and technology but it is not likely to become a policy. World
systems will diminish their dependence on the experience has been that ip.creased income leads to
West. Technology now increases production by dramatically increased consumption of animal fat
0.5-1% per year. Diversity in local crops, rather and protein. It was noted that a global food stamp
than dependence on big agribusiness, would be a program could cost the United States and the
better hedge against climate change. It was pointed European Economic Community (EEC) the same
out that any developing nation that owns two large amount that they currently spend for farm price
military aircraft could have the funds for the needed supports in their own countries.
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Section III

i Economic Models and Policies Designed
to Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions

i
r
l

Economlists are generating models to predict the may not be cer'_ain how to reduce emissions, it, will

effect of various potlicies desigued to ameliorate the be very costly not to make a 'start, The numbers
consequencI_s of global climate change. These have suggest that moderate abatement efforts (e.g.,

even greate[r unceril,ainty than the climate models, slowing deforestation and emissions of CFCs and
However, tile progfiosis seems favorable for CO2) are warranted now.
improving the models as economists learn more
about econSmic systems. For the present, all the In developing a market approach to emission
speakers a_.Feed that shocking the economy with reduction, one looks for a policy that is efficient
sudden policy changes would be certain to have a (e.g,, exhibits cost effectiveness), flexible (easily
drastic effect on GNP and economic growth, but that changed as more data are gathered), and equitable

gradual policy changes that would allow the system both within the United States and globally. For
to respond slowly could be tolerated. Five speakers example, controlling acid rain through the required
addressed these issues: Richard Kosobud, use of scrubbers was not a cost-efficient solution

University of Illinois at Chicago; Robert Ayres, because it necessitated micromanagement of a
Carnegie Mellon University; and Don Hanson, macropolicy. On the other hand, assessment of a
David South, and David Streets, Argonne National carbon tax to reduce emissions of CO2 would meet
Laboratory. the policy requirements. It would also provide a

market incentive to reduce fossil fuel consumption

by raising its cost. Hence, a tax on carbon, Btu's

Richard Kosobud described and analyzed a (heat content), or some other factor directly related

market approach to policies that would limit to fuel use would reduce emissions,
greenhouse gas emissions based on a balancing of
the abatement costs and the marginal social benefit. Issuing permits to emit CO2 is another market
He noted that even in a situation of considerable approach. Permits could be issued to a world bank
scientific uncertainty, estimating the cost of doing that would distribute them as it saw fit. If the
nothing now and finding that we have to move number of permits issued were to stabilize
suddenly and rapidly versus the cost of doing emissions at 1990 levels (Scenario A in
something and finding later that we have moved too Figure III.1), then drastic measures would be
fast and incurred unnecessary costs provides a needed to comply with this policy. Assuming that
useful framework for analysis. He emphasized the permit trading were permissible, it can be
benefits of policies that bring about change calculated that the cost of prohibiting any increase
gradually as opposed to sudden changes that shock in emissions would drive the price of a permit to
the economy, and he emphasized his belief that $70 in the first, five years and to $200 by 2075.
policies that utilize market forces to reduce CO2 However, if the number of permits issued were to
emissions are the most likely to succeed, allow for a small increase in emissions but to

require cuts in later years until emissions were

A comparison of the cost of emission reduction reduced sharply (Scenario A'), the price would rise
versus the social damage cost of CO2 emissions by only $5 in the first five years. By 2075, the price
highlights the advantages of a market approach. As would leap to $237, and by 2100, the market would
emissions are reduced, increasing costs are incurred have largely phased out CO2 emissions. The second
to lower them. On the other hand, as emissions are plan is superior because it would work well over

reduced, social damage costs also fall. The point at time, whereas the first scheme would force
which the costs become equalized indicates the expensive adjustments nn the fi_ssil fuel industry in
economic point for emission abatement. While we the short run because of the high cost for



are costs in making behavioral changes and that if
1600,

" (,) _u,_o,, there were a monetary benefit from conservation
..I

14oo-_ A,u,_=j methods, market forces would be bringing those
12oo4 methods into practice now, Professor Ayres

challenged this assertion, pointing out that returns

!ooo4 J_ to investment in conservation are currently mach
_ eoo-_ _._.t_s_,_o A higher than returns to investment in new energy

_ ---__"-- NoChug. supplies.
600 "_

o 40o.q| , .... r------_ Addressing the question of how to handle equity
198o 2000 2020 =040 2060 2080 2_0o 212o issues for different countries, given the difficulties

in measuring equity within a single society,
=o, Professor Kosobud proposed that one way might be(b) Busln,s_

o= A,u,u,lj_ to compare each country's energy use over time. In
is. __-"--- this case, for example, the United States and

_ Canada use less energy per capita now than they_-'_.lo. did in 1890, Europe's energy use per capita is the

5. "_'f A., same, but the developing countries' per capita use isgreater than it was in 1890 and is increasing,

s=,,_loA'_"_ Another method might be to issue permits on theo, _ ,_ basis of population, If an area's population were to
1_,o =o_o =o'2o '=o_o 2oBo =o8o 2_'oo 212o increase, it would need to buy permits; whereas if

its population were to decrease, it could sell its
250,,

(=1 s_,_oA, permits, In both cases, the price would be
"_2oo determinedby marketforces.The systemfor
= issuingpermitscouldbe a topicforinternational

iso negotiation.CL

"_ 100

= David Streets described some of the research

being done by the Policy and Economic Analysis
o Group at Argonne National Laboratory. In the area
19so 2ooo _o_o 2_o 2o6o =o,o 2_'co212o ofclimatechange,ithasbeenstudyingtheimpact

Year of various energy policies and technologies on the
economy arid the environment. One study was
designed to examine policy options that have as

FIGURE Ill.lPermit PolicyScenarios theirgoalthereductionofCO 2 emissionsby the
energyutilitiesby 20% by 2000 and 50% by 2010.

compliancewiththedrasticpolicy.Anothermethod With no controlson emissionsorfueluse,CO 2
forhandlingpermitsmightbe toissuethebulkof concentrationsareexpectedtodoubleby 2010.
permits to developing nations and allow those Dr, Streets's calculations show that a carbon tax on
nations to keep them for their own use or sell them all fossil fuels used by the utility industry would be
to gain wealth, very costly and would do little to reduce emissions,

However, a tax on coal would result in a much
Robert Ayres mentioned a series of studies at larger reduction in emissions at a somewhat smaller

Carnegie Mellon Institute and elsewhere that cost. On the basis of this type of research, it has
strongly suggest that energy conservation is the been found that a successful emissions reduction
least costly method of reducing CO2 emissions, policy would require controls on both the demand
3:hese studies imply that the economy is now in a and supply sides, a revitalization of nuclear power,
state of equilibrium and that a lowest-cost mix of and eventual phasing out of ali carbon fuels. The
energy technologies has already been selected, same policies would have to be carried out for
Professor Kosobud was skeptical, noting that there transportation and major industry,
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David South spoke about the energy
implications of climate change, focusing on research 1.5
on energy policies and the role of new fossil fuel __ ___

technology in reducing the greenhouse effect. One NorthAmerloa

difficulty in developing and maintaining sn energy I f J i_(J'rop¢_policy is that the price of oil is not stable, If the _ 1

alternate energy systems. He emphasized the need 3' __/_-- I-uroDe f cP, I

technologies to reduce the consumption of fossil fuel

United States imports over half of :ts oil, market _'-_'Z---_'-_"- Pa0,i'tc Iconsiderations (the price of crude oil, the reliability o- , , ...., , , ,
of supply, and energy trading) and the political 195o 1955 196o 1965 1976 1975 19_o 19_5
stability of oil-producing countries heavily influence
capital investment in alternate technologies. FIGURE III,2 Shifting Patterns of Fossil-
(Alternate technologies include efforts to improve Fuel-Related COs Emissions (Source: EPA,
the efficiency of fossil fuels as well as the 1989, Policy Options for Stabilizing Global
development of alternate sources of energy). Since Climate)
the world's fossil fuel reserves are considerable,
more effic'ient methods for fossil fuel use are a key

to reductions in CO2 emissions. The Edmonds-Riley Oak Ridge model of energy
needs through the next century, predicts that energy

The five greenhouse gases -- CO2, CH4, nitrous growth in the developed countries will be about 1%
oxide (N20), ozone (03), and the CFCs -- are not per year, while the growth rate will be 8% per year
produced in equal amounts, nor is their infrared- in the developing countries. In addition, most Asian
absorbing capacity equal. Policy analyses are based coals contain little sulfur but have a high ash con-
on assumptions regarding expected changes in the tent and are not heat efficient, which means their
production of the greenhouse gases. It is assumed contribution to atmospheric CO2 is relatively larger.
that emissions will continue to increase rapidly in
eastern Europe, Asia, and the developing countries; As a result of a look toward the 1992 United
level off in the United States; and remain constant Nations Conference on the Environment and
in western Europe and the Pacific (see Figure III.2). Development to be held in Brazil, various activities
Thus, the North American share in the rate of to reduce greenhouse gas emissions have b_en
increase will decrease over time, while the share of initiated. A number of European countries have
the less developed countries may surpass that of the set goals for the reduction of greenhouse gases to be
developed countries. The development potential and implemented by the imposition of carbon taxes (see
aspirations of less developed countries will have to Table III.1). These policies generally have the
be considered in establishing global policies for the caveats that they should not interfere with trade
reduction of emissions, and that other nations should be pursuing similar

policies. Most European countries have had high
Coal is the world's main fuel resource and thus taxes on gasoline for many years. The United

will continue to be in use for some time. Assuming States is committed to increasing understanding of

fuel is traded, then at the current rate of produc- the scientific and economic effects of climate change
tion, coal reserves should last 325 years, while oil in order to develop sound knowledge on which to
and gas reserves should only last 50 years. Eight base policy. Bills introduced in Congress during the
nations have 81% of the world's fossil fuel reserves; last two sessions called for limiting the use of fossil
these include the United States, Germany, China, fuels and setting ma:ket shares for renewable fuels.
and the U.S.S.R. If China were the only country to Senator Gore has introduced a bill that calls for

use Chinese coal, coal reserves would last 700 years_ switching to noncarbon fuel sources of power,
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TABLE Ilia Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Positions of Developed Countries

Time Frame
Emissions

Country Target Gases Base Target Level of Commitment and Contingencies

Australia Stabilize All GHGs a 1988 2000 Interim planning target, contingent on avoidance of
Reduce 20% 1988 2005 net advel_e economic impacts and on similar actions

by other countries

Austria Reduce 20% CO2 1987 2005 Major ir_tention of energy policy, needs parliamentary
approval

Belgium Reduce 5% CO_ 1990 2000 Nonbinding, preliminary objective

Canada Stabilize All GHGs a 1990 2000 Planning goal, not yet instituted

Denmark Stabilize CO 2 1988 2000 Implementation provided for in national energy plan
Reduce 20% 1988 2005 Revis':3ns to plm_ permitted to help ensure fulfillment

of targets

guropean Stabilize CO 2 1990 2000 Nonbinding decision, applies to community-wide level,
Community noteachmember country
(EC)b

E.F,T.A.c Has agreedtoadopttheEC'sCO 2stabilizationtarget

Finland CO 2 Consideringtargets,has establishedcarbontax

France Per capita CO 2 2000 Partofenvironmentalplanapprovedby Nation_!
stabilization Assembly;percapitacarbontargetoftwo metrictons

wellaboverecentlevelsd

Germany Reduce 25% CO2 1987 2005 Fairly high degree of commitment; lacks
(30% target) programmatic provisions (suggested as response to

last year's unification of the two Germanies)

Control CH 4 Whenever possible

Iceland Stabilize GHGs 1990, 2000 Proposal

Italy Stabilize CO 2 1990 2000 Ministerial proposal and nonbinding parliamentary
Reduce 20% 1990 2005 resolution

Japan Per capita CO 2 1990 2000 Preliminary, conditioned on feasibility and
stabilization international actions; suggested stabilization of total

emissions some time after 2000

Stabilize CH4, N20 Efforts to be pursued

Luxembourg Reduce 20% CO 2 1990 2005 No additional background on Luxembourg position
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TABLE III.1 (Cont'd)

Time Frame
Emissions

Country Target Gases Base Target Level of Commitment and Contingencies

Netherlands Stabilize CO 2 1990 1995 Major part of national environmental policy
Reduce 3-5% 1990 2000 Committed tounilateraltargetsas a means tospur

multilateralefforts

New Zealand Reduce 20% CO 2 1990 2000 Proposedobjective,implicitlyconditionedon
internationalaction

Norway Stabilize CO 2 1989 2000 Preliminary,unilateralpolicylinkedtotechnological
and internationaldevelopments

Sweden Stabilize AllGHGs 1990 2000 Nonbindinggoal,doesnotapplyto"internationally
competitive"sectors(e.g.,utilities)intheabsenceof

internationalagreements

Switzerland Stabilize CO 2 2000 InterimplanningtargetofenergyprograzJadoptedin
referendum

U.K. Stabilize CO 2 1990 2005 Nonbindingproposal,contingenton likeactionby
othernations

UnitedStates Stabilize AllGHGs 1987 2000 Declaredresultofvariousactions,mostofwhich have
been enacted

Greece,Ireland, No officialpositions,butwould be obligedtosupport

Portugal,Spain EC target

aExcludingsubstancesm principallychlorofluorocarbons(CFCs)-- thatdepletethebeneficialstratosphericozone

layerand arecoveredby theMontrealProtocol(seenote).Such non-CFC GHGs includeCO 2,methane (CH4),

N20, and troposphericozone(02).

bTwelve-mernberorganization:Belgium,Denmark, France,Germany, Greece,Luxembourg, Ireland,

Italy,the1_Tetherlands,Portugal,Svain,and UnitedKingdom (UK).

CEuropeanFreeTrade Association,a nonsovereigngroupofsixnations:Austria,Finland,Iceland,Norway,
Sweden, and Switzerland.(Lied_tensteinisan associatemember.)

dlfexpectedpopulationgrowthisincorporated,Fraace'sCO 2emissionswould be.allowedtoincreaseby asmuch as
15% to20% overthe1988 levelby theyear2000.

Note: The abovecountriesare presumed toeliminatethe productionofozone-depletingsubstancespursuanttothe
MontrealProtocolas amended in1990,which callsforthe phaseoutofCFCs (agroupofpotentGHGs) by 2000.
SeveralofthesecountriesintendtoeliminateCFCs anywhere from threetofiveyear earlier.

Sources:Compilationsthatwerereviewed:InternationalEnergyAgency,Su.nmary ofActionsinMember
CountriestoDeal withtheIssueofClimateChange,IEA/SLT(90)51(2ndRevision),Paris,France(February1991);
and U.S.StateDepartment Matrix,EmissionsTargetsand Timetables:Other OECD Countries,OES/OGC
(February199i).
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permits trading in emission allowances, and levels a
tax on coal use to reduce emissions by 20% by 2010. Thermodynamic

However, to date, no firm policy has been enacted. P=e,tl=_ E_Mh
k Alkalinity

.L_,o_t (pH)

Of the possible methods suggested for reducing -t2
greenhouse gas emissions (a tax on carbon, a tax on o_,t LJv_,_O,ga,_ms -_t IAm_o,_)

Hydrogen,'_ ._(Anaerobic Fermenters) ,_

Btu's, a gas tax, an added value tax), the tax on Coo,,g. _ h _ -'_Vulcanlsm, _'_..._ j AnaeroiotcPhotosynt es -9 .

carbon seems to be the one most commonly ._ucing" _-'_-- . _3to_a,,
proposed. In the United States, to obtain a 20% Atmo_,, _ "_c=._u,ootc_o,cyc_:7
reduction in CO2 by 2010, it would be necessary to __ (_obic_=o_th.,_,l, _ Removalo4CO2, -6

levy atax of from $50 to $500 depending on the Ftemovalot_ BulldupofO2, N2 -5.5 (Rain)

model selected. As Professor Kosobud noted in his F_r_u_I,o,; _ -5Formationof _ -4

presentation, these figures illustrate the conse- _ro,c_8_,,
_3

quences of sudden and rapid policy changes. On the Fo,._o.o__Lt,,_o._"_-2 _
other hand, a high tax would encourage the develop- Pho_,=,,.'......................coa_ _ - _n_

FreeSulfur, etc, .....

ment of alternate fuels and techniques to increase Fo._=ton _ _ _ ,_ _5
fuel efficiency, and it may be the only way to do so. o_e,,h ^_ _ Each_,_o,y,a_l
If the United States doesn't develop these technol-
ogies, heavy coal users, such as China, certainly
won't. FIGURE III.3 Biosphere Stabilization

Robert; Ayres spoke about the work of the which CO2 and water are used by plants to produce
Department of Engineering and Public Policy at sugars and free oxygen. Previous life forms
Carnegie Mellon University and about his own destroyed their own atmosphere by using existing
research interests in climate change. The depart- oxygen and tying it up in compounds.
ment is looking at a range of activities, including
the human behavior and natural processes that Referring to the diagram shown in Figure III.4, ';
produce greenhouse gases, the role of uncertainty he noted that the earth is now in a quasi-stable
and risk, and human responses to specific climate state in a system that is far from equilibrium. It is
changes. Federal research on climate change is not clear how much the system can be perturbed
mostly directed to studies of physical processes and without being shifted to another stable state, if
is small in scope. Furthermore, the applied aspects there is one. At present, science cannot tell us if
are not always optimally selected to lead to better the other states exist, and possibly we can never
policy-making, know. He believes it is dangerous to alter the

environment when the consequences are not known;

The department is interested in formulating an therefore, his research will be directed toward
integrated approach that would identify the actors, trying to answer the three quest;ons that follow.
the outcomes that matter, the uncert_nties in our The effort will be multidisciplinary and should
knowledge, and the research needed to reduce them. include natural scientists, economists, and ethicists.
Support for these policy studies has come from the
Electric Power Research Institute, U.S. Department 1. Is it technically feasible to have a truly
of Energy, and the National Science Foundation. sustainable economic system that could exist in

balance with the biosphere without disturbing

Professor Ayres's own work focuses on the the system? This would mean a system in
stabilization of the biosphere (Figure III.3). In which greenhouse gases would not increase and
summing up the history of the earth, he noted that there would be no further increase in acidifica-
it was originally a reducing system. Over the years tion of the earth nor any build-up of heavy toxic
it became more acidic, a process that halted with metals in soils and sediments. The economic
the arrival of life on earth. Since that time, the pH implications of such a system would certainly
of the ,oceans has been fairly constant. The arrival include a reduced use of fossil fuels, although
of life resulted in the closure of the carbon cycle by the present level might be sustainable.
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To reduce fossil fuel usage by a_si_'nificant
Th.rn_ynm_ amount, a very large carbon tax woul(] be needed.

PolentlalofEarth Although the effects of a $100-per-ton carbon tax on
Pr_n, /I_ GNP are not uniform over time, the peak GNP

\ c_,e,_able_at_ losses iri a year were estimated to be about 3%. A
"LIvl,¢e=_h \ J _ carbon tax could reduce the federal guvernment's
!__t,om __ [ deficit or even turn it into a surplus. Oil imports

qu_ltb,_um _ _ and possibly world oil prices would decrease some-

what, which could be seen as an increase in energy
security. The channels through which energy or

\ Non_n_ carbon taxes may affect the macroeconomy were
"_ \ EarthIn

\ _Thern_yn,,m_: discussed, as was the simulation of energy

__m conservation programs in a macroeconomic model.In a model that uses 400 equations i there are
_,_ of_u_¢. _ clearly going to be difficulties in get_ing all the

factors properly accounted for. Some believe that
the information that can be expected f_'om the new

FIGURE III.,_ A Risky Experiment physical measurements in many regions (as
described by Douglas Sisterson) will reduce

2. Is it physically and economically possible to uncertainty about the range of climate change. It is
stabilize the population over the next 50 years also possible that these measurements will enable
via education and chmlges in attitudes? climatologists to improve regional predictions of

precipitation levels and of the frequency of severe
3. What is the least costly path to this stable storms without narrowing the range of global

state? temperature change. Others believe that new
knowledge may narrow some uncertainties but also
uncover new ones. Yet a fourth stance recognizes

Don Hanson spoke about the development that CO2 in the atmosphere will certainly increase,
and use of macroeconomic models to s_.ldy the and since it can take 20 to 50 years to put infra-
effects on the GNP of various policies that might be structure chm_ges in place, it would be best to
invoked to mitigate the effects of climate change by initiate policies aimed at reducing CO2 emissions
a reduction in CO2 emissions. He agreed with now. A conservation program cannot be harmful
Professor Kosobud that we should be looking for and has the added ben_t _;"p-oviding for better
ways to reduce greenhouse gases that will not have management of natural resources. Furthermore,
a strong impact on the economy. Policies being whatever the best estimate of t_e temperature
examined include a tax on carbon, issuance of change will be, the range of policy options for
permits, financing reforestation, conservation reducing emissions will not vary. Therefore,
programs, and the development of alternate fuels, waiting will not clarify the policy choices.
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Section IV

Sociopolitical Aspects of Global Warming

Two participants addressed this topic: Roger Another difficulty with mass media coverage is
Kasperson of Clark University and Ata Qureshi, the that it tends to look for ways to develop dramatic
director of the Climate Research Institute. stories as opposed to the presentation of straight-

forward science reports. Often drama is created by
presenting two opposing scientific views about a

Roger Kasperson spokeaboutsome ofthe particularaspectoftheissuem notnecessarily
sociopoliticalconcernsthatariseindealingwiththe extremeviews,butvi__¢sthatrepresenta conflictof
problemofgreenhousegasemissions.Theseinclude opinionabouttheinterpretationofthedata-- thus
apprisingsocietyoftherisksassociatedwithglobal castingdoubton theaccuracyofscientific
warming,establishinga constituencythatcould information.In theprocess,areasofscientific
leadtothedevelopmentofpublicpoliciestomeet consensusoftendo notgetenoughattention.
theproblems,providingthenecessaryclarityon
equityissuessothattheycanbe addressedin Currentpublicperceptionsofthegreenhouse
public policy, and building an international regime effect recognize that greenhouse gases are
that can work to alleviate the consequences of the increasing. However, despite the 1988 drought, the

predicted climate change. Figure IV. 1 presents a problem is not high on the list of public concerns in
set of interrelationships that must be recognized in the United States, where polls show that air and
order to address the consequences of global drinking water quality, soil erosion, and chemical

waste are of much greater concern (Tables IV.1 and
warming .... o, ._.). There has not been much cross-national

Since people don't have direct experience with polling, but one recent Harris poll is encouraging in
the greenhouse effect, individual understanding of that it shows that while the same three items rank
its hazards is dependent on mass media coverage, above worsening climate, people in developing
Partly driven by the drought of 1988, worldwide countries are becoming concerned about environ-
coverage of greenhouse gas emissions has increased mental issues (Table IV.3).
dramatically, apparently even in the developing
countries. However, the form of the coverage If we assume that the mass media will continue
simplifies the issues and emphasizes the question presenting its episodic coverage of climate change
'_¢¢ho is to blame?" rather than '_hrhat are the issues based on differing scientific views as opposed
risks?"and "How cantheybe overcome?" topresentingthescientificinformationdirectly,how

mightwe expectpublicopiniontobe affected?Two
otherenvironmentalproblemsthatreceivedsimilar
treatmenthad differentoutcomes.Inthecaseof
nuclearpower,themessage_Yoma frightenedpublic
topoliticiansand utilityplannerscontinuestobe

Eccs'cSrm "Avoid it at ali costs." In the case of acid rain, the
FF_,AGIU3_OR
sa_smwrv public may be more confused now than it was ten

I _/I _ __ years ago, despite sn enormous amount of infonna-_CNMaVrAL (e._..._o,erosion, tion. Nevertheless, an acid rain agreement was

ISTIqESSAND _ _ resourcedepletion,

environmental
1TNREATS negotiated i_ 1990. Public response to climate

SCCtO_IC refugees,c¢n,ict) changeissuescouldgo eitherway,dependingon the
VULNERAI31t.ITY action taken by the environmental groups, the

evolution of the policy debate, and competing issues.
Will the environmental groups be able to keep the

FIGURE IV.I InterrelationshipsImportant in problemofgreenhousegasemissionsbeforethe
GlobalWarming publicduringa periodofyearswhen researchwill
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TABLE IV.1 Perceived Seriousness of Some Environmental Problems

% % % %
Don't Not Too Somewhat Very

Problems Know Serious Serious Serious

Active Hazardous Waste Sites 3 6 29 62
Abandoned Hazardous Waste Sites 5 6 28 61
Worker Exposure to Toxics 5 6 29 60
Industrial Water Pollution 2 11 29 58
Nuclear Accident Radiation 2 13 27 58
Radioactive Waste 4 10 31 54
Underground Tank Leaks 4 10 32 54
Pesticide Harm to Users 5 11 30 54
Pesticide Residue 2 12 34 52
Industrial Accident Pollution 3 9 37 51
Farm Runoff Water Pollution 2 13 37 48
Ozone Layer Destruction 8 11 34 47
Ocean Coastal Water Contamination 6 14 33 47
Sewer Plant Water Pollution 5 19 31 45
Vehicle Exhaust 2 18 42 38

Oil Spills, Tankers, Rigs 5 22 35 38
Acid Rain 12 17 35 36
Urban Runoff: Water Pollution 4 23 38 35

Damaged Wetlands 9 20 36 35
Genetic Alteration Damage 18 16 31 35
Nonhazardous Waste Sites 3 25 39 33
Greenhouse Effect 13 17 37 33
Indoor Air Pollution 3 34 37 26

X-Ray Radiation 5 42 31 22
Indoor Radon Air Pollution 19 30 30 21
Microwave Oven Radiation 6 61 19 i4

Source: The Roper Organization, data from national polls taken in December
1987 and January 1988.

probably narrow some issues while enlarging current problem. What are the factors that should
others? The answer remains, "We don't know." be taken into consideration? Emissions of CO2 from
However, a poll recently published by Time provides developing cotm tries have been increasing rapidly
some tentative indication that the public may be (Figure III.2), and this pattern is expected to con-
responding to the greenhouse gas effect by softening tinue (Table IV.6). On the other hand, Figure III.2
its stand on nuclear power (Table IV.4). also shows that fossil-fuel-related emissions from

the developed nations are overwhelmingly respon-
How to deal with the equity issues that are _ble for the current levels of greenhouse gases. An

raised by assigning responsibility for solving the examination of the current per capita emissions of
problems related to climate change was a major greenhouse gases (Table IV.7) shows that both
topic of Mr. Kasperson's presentation. Table IV.5 developed and developing countries are among the
lists five views on assigning responsibility for the highest and lowest emitters.
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TABLE IV.2 Perceived Threats to Personal tious and conflictual and may affect patterns of
Health and Safety and Overall international conflict. It will be important to
Environmental Quality from Selected consider a nation's contribution to global environ-
Environmental Hazards a mental degradation, its vulnerability, and its ability

to bear the burdens of amelioration. There are

strong claims that the burden should be shared, and
Health and Safety the willingness of the world's nations to meet in

Threat (%) Brazil in 1992 and consider a framework treaty for
climate change is probably the best evidence ofHazard 1987 1989
international concern. But it must be kept in mind

Hazardous Waste Disposal 62 69 that this event will be a beginning to addressing the
Air Pollution, General . problem, not a total solution.
Underground Water Contamination 47 65

Pollution ofRivers, Lakes, Oceans 46 60 Figure IV.2 shows a framework for equity
FoodAdditives and Pesticides 49 60 analyses of global change. In working toward the
Atmospheric Ozone Depletion 39 58 development of an international regime to solve
Air Pollution, Business 37 58
Air Pollution, Car and Trucks 32 52 climate change problems, Professor Kasperson noted

Greenhouse Effect 20 48 that it will be important to approach the equity
AcidRain 33 43 issue without arbitrary assumptions and to allow

for both moral and scientific arguments, recognizing
Environmental that neither the global system nor the production of
Quality Threat scientific information is neutral.

(%)

Hazardous Waste Disposal 65 71
Air Pollution, General 47 67 Ata Qureshi addressed a broad spectrum of
Underground Water Contamination 52 67 problems, placing particular emphasis on the impact
Pollution ofRivers, Lakes, Oceans 54 67 of climate changes on Third World nations and their
FoodAdditives and Pesticides 49 55 concerns regarding this issue. In general, most of
Atmospheric Ozone Depletion 42 61 the less developed countries believe that the deve]-
Air Pollution, Business " oped countries are the cause of the problem and
Air Pollution, Car and Trucks " that therefore it is up to the West to find solutions.GreenhouseEffect 26 52
AcidRain 38 53 Economic development is of greater concern to less

developed countries than are greenhouse gas

aNumbers indicate percentages of answers that considered emissions.
the hazard a "large" threat (i.e., gave it a score of 6 or 7

on a 1-7 point scale). The question asked was, '_Using a Dr. Qureshi went on to enumerate the profound
scale from 1 to 7, where 1 means "no threat at all" and 7 effect of greenhouse gas emissions on the Third
means "a large threat," how much does each of the "World, and he pressed his view that it is important
following problems threaten (1)your personal health and
safety and (2) the overall quality of the environment? to educate government officials in these countries

about the problems because they control the funds
Source: Cambridge Reports, Inc., TheNew Greening of that can be made available to ameliorate them. The
America, Strategic Publication Series No. 202, Cambridge Climate Research Institute has addressed this task
Reports 1990, p. 4-5. by organizing a number of conferences for the

edification of government leaders and policymakers.

As early as 1950, Gilbert White noted that There are three main sources of greenhouse gas
environmental damage is a product of the release of emissions worldwide: industry, automobiles, and
contaminants, their interaction withxthe ecosystem deforestation. Climate change, however, will affect
(a measure of its fragility), and the social and many areas: sea level, forestry, natural ecosystems,
economic vulnerabilities of the nation or community, the infrastructure (especially in coastal areas),
Allocating responsibility and finding equitable ways agriculture, water resources, and human health.
to ameliorate the problems will be highly conten- Since a number of these problems were addressed

16
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TABLE IVA Responses to Poll on Energy TABLE IV.5 Different Views of
Sources Responsibility

Which one of these energy sources should the U.S. 1, A country is responsible for current
rely on most for its increased energy needs in the concentrations of greenhouse gases
next ten years? proportional to its current emissions of

greenhouse gases (World Resources Institute
Nuclear 40% 1990).
Oil 25%
Coal 22% 2. There will be no winners from climate
Other 5% change in the long run.

Do you favor or oppose building more nuclear 3. In the long run, those who are responsible
power plants in this country? (for climate change) will be the winners

(Klaus Meyer-Abich, Germany).

Oppose strongly 32%
Oppose somewhat 20% 4. By shitting the onus onto the developing
Favor somewhat 22% world, the World Research Institute white-
Favor strongly 18% washes the role and responsibility of the west

in destroying "our common future" (Argawal

aFrom a telephone poll of 1.,000 American adults and Narian, Centre for Science and
taken for Time/CNN on April 10, 1991, by Environment).
Yankelovich Clancy Shulman. Sampling error is
plus or minus 3%. "Not sures" were omitted. 5. Responsibility should be allocated by using

indices that reflect an expectation that
nations should pay back the "natural debt" in
the same proportion that it was borrowed

by previous speakers, Dr. Qureshi turned his (Kirk Smith, East-West Center).
attention to deforestation. -

Deforestation is most severe in Brazil, "

Indonesia, and Zaire, where trees are cut for use as Turning to activities designed to involve all the
fuel and either cut or burned to clear land for world's nations in ameliorating the effects of climate

agriculture. The irony of the latter case is that change, Dr. Qureshi described the work of the Inter-
often the cleared land is not amenable to governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),

agriculture, and in hilly areas, heavy rain can which has member nations from all regions of the
deplete the soil. Deforestation in the Himalayas world. It is supported by the World Meteorological
affects the Bay of Bengal, creating problems for the Organization (WMO) and the United Nations
island nations and for Bangladesh. In Central Environment Programme (UNEP). Three working
America, the loss of forest cover leads to flooding groups -- science, impacts, and response strategies
and loss of topsoil. Although reforestation has -- assess problems and recommend policies. 2_ne
begun in many areas, replacing a large tree with a chairpersons of these groups are from the United

, otates,small sprout is not an equal trade. In addition, Kingdom, the Soviet Union and the United ¢'
size is not the only factor that determines how respectively. Briefings on climate change are held

much CO2 a tree can absorb. Deforestation also for ministers and policymakers in various cotmtries,
takes place in developed countries, especially the with presentations being given in the host country's
United States. However, in the United States, the language. The participants are ministers from a
large industries responsible for cutting trees tend to variety of relevant areas who would not typically
replace them because it is in their own interest to meet together. These briefings were initiated in
do so. 1990 and will continue through 1991 in

18
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TABLE IV.6 Growth of Fossil Fuel Use by TABLE IV.7 Per Capita Greenhouse
Developed and Developing Countries, Index: 50 Countries with the Highest
1875-2025 Per Capita Greenhouse Gas Net

Emissions, 1987

Fossil Fuel Consumption
(1018 Joules) Ivletri_Tons

Country Countr_¢ Rank per Capita

and Fuel 1975 2000 2025 LaoPeople's Dora Rep 1 10,0
Qatar 2 8,8

Developed United Arab Emirates 3 5,8Bahrain 4 4,9
Coal 37.55 76,98 77.27 Canada 5 4,5
Oil 60,33 86,37 80,,73 Luxembourg 6 4,3
Gas 63.76 72,87 109.13 Brazil 7 4,3

Total 161,64 236,22 .267.13 cste d'lvoire 8 4,2
United Emtes 9 4,2
Kuwait l0 4, l

Developing Australia 11 3,9
Coal 21,55 ' 47.17 104.85 German Dem Rop 12 3,7

Oil 19,36 44,38 84,35 Oman 13 ,_,5
Saudi Arabia 14 3,3

Gas 4,58 13,98 51.16 New Zealand 15 3,2
Total 45.49 105,53 240.36 Netherlands 16 2,9

Denmark 17 2,8

Average Costa Rica 18 2.8
Singapore 19 2,7

1975-2025 Annual United Kingdom 20 2,7
lncrease Increase Germany, Fed Rep 21 2,7

(%) (%) Finland 22 2,6
Ireland 23 2,5
Belgium 24 2,5

Developed U,S,S,R 25 2,5
Coal 1.0,5 2,12 Switzerland 26 2,4

Oil 33.8 0.68 Nicaragua 27 2,4

Gas 71,2 1,42 Colombia 28 2,3
Trinidad and Tobago 29 2,3

Total 65.3 1,31 France 30 2,2

Austria 31 2,2

Developing Czechoslovakia 32 2,l

Coal 386.5 7.73 Israel 33 2,1
Ecuador 34 2,1

O11 335, 7 6,71 Italy q5 2,1
Gas 1017,0 20,34 Norway 36 2,1
Total 428,4 8,57 Greece 37 2,1

Poland 38 2,0
Maynmar 39 2,0

Source: Edmonds-Reilly Model, Reference Bulgaria 40 1,9
Case, 1990. Spain 41 I,o

Japan 42 1.8
Iceland 43 1,8
Liberia 44 1,7

collaboration with the Climate Research Institute. Portugal 45 1,7
Sweden 46 1,7

Dr, Qureshi stressed the importance of educating Guinea.ntssau 47 1,6
government policymakers as well as researchers and Malaysia 48 1,6
agricultural workers, since researchers need Cameroon 49 1,6

ministry approval to operate, and since nothing will Venezuela 50 1,5

be done unless policymakers understand the SourcelWorldResourcesInstitutecalculation,
problems.
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FIGURE IV.2 Framework for Equity Analyses of Global Change _Source= R. Kasperson and
K. Dow, 1991, Development and Geographical Equity in Global and Environmental Change,
Evaluation Review, Vol. 15, p. 152, Feb.)
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Section V

Security Implications of Global Warming

i Security studies have traditionally addressed assist us in thinking about the relationships among
the causes of war, the formation of alliances, and the various factors contributing to glcba] warming,
the rise to power of different states, International The following equations, in which GGE is green-

: economists have focused on international house gas emissions, C is country, and em is
agreements, shift, s in leadership, and the extraction emissions per capita, are a start on such a model,
of wealth from powerful states by Teak st,ates,
Prompted by international events such as the oil GGE = C1GGE + C2GGE + CsGGE + CnGGE
embargo, the discovery of the hole in the ozone
layer, and'the Chernobyl nuclear reactor accident, CGGE = people × CO2em + people × NO2em
social scientists have broadened the definition of + people x CH4em, etc,
security to include the security of energy supplies
and security from environmental threats, Five The GGE in any year in the future will depend
participants addressed the implications of global on the rate of ch_-_ge of emissions and the number
wanning for security: Harold Jacobsen, University of years beyond the present, We do not know how
of Michigan; Elizabeth Kirk, American Association the rate of emission of each gas will vary, but we do
for the Advancement of Science', Marvin Soroos, know population growth expectations, and that is p
North Carolina State University; Matthias Finger, very large number, Hence, predictions for the rise
University of Syracuse; and David Streets, Argonne in emissions take on a very pessimistic note,
National Laboratory, Three speakers (Jacobsen,
Kirk, and Streets) addressed the security The world must learn how to reduce the
implications of global warming tbrmally, utilizing a increase in greenhouse gas emissions while
fairly broad definition of security, Soroos and maintaining economic growth, because most nations
Finger presgr, ted comments that enriched the would be very uissatisfied with a world that did not
discussion, allow for Third World growth. On the basis of data

we currently have, it seems certain that we can
expect an increase in global temperature and

Harold Jacobsen, in opening the discussion, precipitation and a rise in sea level, These effects
argued that climate changes will not lead to armed will bring changes in economic activity that will
conflict because greater international cooperation probably lead to migration, However, it is not likely
will be necessary to solve the problems caused by that immigration will be a direct cause of armed
rising temperatures. There is no doubt that conflict, It might be an indirect source of armed
emissions of greenhouse gases will continue to conflict, because the higher proportion of agricul-
increase; what is uncertain is the rate of increase, tural workers in Third World comltries and the
Ultimately, the Third World will be responsible for 'lower resilience of their economies are causes of

4 i e *most of the increase because of its rapidly political nstabfllty. Another factor for instability
increasing population. It 'will also be most hurt by that was mentioned was a strengthening of the
the consequences of warming because its economies U.S,S.R, and a greater reliance on nuclear power,
are more fragile and less able to respond to stress. This, in turn, could lead to nuclear proliferation and .
Since the scientific knowledge that can be brought an increase in Third World instability,
to bear to alleviate the problems is in the developed
world, it is not likely that the Third World will Despite these concerns, Mr. Jacobsen affirmed
initiate a war, Thus, we find more fhctors favorable his belief that finding ways to address global
to international cooperation than to conflict, warming will lead to greater international coopera-

tion, That UNCED has boon able to organize

A social science model of'climate change, several conferences on these issues and that nations
equivalent to the general circulation model, would would even consider signing a treaty on this
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problem are positive signs of the desire for 3, Energy security, The changing dimensions of
international cooperation, An additional beneficial energy use as the temperature rises will put
spillover of global warming is that it can lead to additional pressure on fuel use, which for the
more science in policy-making, near term, means fossil fuel use, If the world

turns to an increased use of nuclear power,
nuclear proliferation may increase, An increase

David Streets addressed the consequences of in average temperature is expected to increase
climate change that could threaten global security the U,S, need for oil because of the greater
in a portion of his presentation, While he did not amount of energy needed tbr cooling, While the
argue that these throats would lead to armed energy needs in the East, central Great Lakes
conflict, he did draw attention to their destabilizing states, California, and Colorado will not change
qualities, The threats were divided into four (less fuel for heating in winter will be balanced
categories, by the need for more energy for cooling in

summer), the South will have up to a 15%
1, Shift in the balance of power in the developed greater need for cooling, and many northern

world, An increase in temperature in the corn- states will experience an increase in their need
and wheat-growing areas of the United States for cooling that is 10% more than the decrease
will result in a decrease in the production of in their need for heating in winter, Because the
these grains, Since a major portion of U,S, United States imports half of its oil, it will be
exports consists of agricultural products, this very vulnerable to changes in oil's price and
represents a potential loss of economic power, available supply,
On the other hand, the U.S,S.R, is expected to
increase its crop production, because the Sweden is often cited as an example of a
increase in temperature and precipitation will nation with a high standard of living and a
improve the climate for growing crops there. In diverse and efficient energy system, Therefore,
addition, a temperature increase will cause the it is interesting to compute how much the
retreat of the permafrost area, which has the world's worst emitters would have to reduce
potential for increasing resource exploitation, their per capita production of CO2 if the
Both of those factors could make the U,S,S.R, developing world were allowed to come to a
richer and more powerful, reasonable standard of living with a fuel

efficiency similar to that of Sweden, Under
2, Instability in the developing world, The these circumstances, the United States would

predicted sea level rise, the widening socio- have to reduce its rate of CO2 emissions by 50%,
economic gap, and the fact that the climate of the U.S.S,R, by 30%, and China by 200%, For
many developing nations makes farming the world as a whole, there would have to be a
marginal are sources of potential conflict. The threefold reduction in per capita emissions (see
sea level rise in river delta areas, for example, Table IV.7),
could cause a loss of up to 20% of currently
arable land. Global precipitation is predicted to 4, Rights and responsibilities. Disputes over who
risa, and contamination of water and soil by salt is responsible for the problem and who should
intrusion will add to the problem. The expected contribute to its solution are also potential
increase in tropical storm activity will stress the sources of international conflict, An
same areas, All of those factors can lead to an international regime designed to ameliorate the
increase in environmental refugees. Those consequences of climate change would have to
problems will be exacerbated in the disadvan- (1) acknowledge international respo_lsibility for
taged countries, because their limited economic the problem, (2) allow the developing countries
resources and weak infrastructure leave them to improve, (3) include plans by which developed
little capacity to deal with the stresses caused nations would agree to limit their growth, and
by climate change. Furthermore, they are not (4) provide mechanisms for the resolution of
well-represented in international decision- disputes and intervention in the internal affairs
making bodies, of many nations.
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Elizabeth Kirk spoke briefly about some of the nuclear *'_ eat;. Historically, the, idea of security
the security aspects of climate change. In the sense is attached to the nation-state. Therefbre, the use
of its classical or political definition, national of the term environmental security calls up the
security is the malntc,uance of the political system notion of a military defense to external threats and
and the safety of the population via national is probably not the best way to think about
sovereignty or the integrity of borders, Since a rise preventing the degradation of' the environment.
in CO2 omissions and in global temperature will not What the organizations that use the term really
result in the violation of borders or a nation's want to emphasize is the threat to humaulty from
sovereignty by military force, it is possible to argue poor environmental quality. They are concerned
that climate change wl]l not affect security, with humanity as a whole, but as individuals rather
However, the secondary effects of climate change m than as nations, Use of the term environmental
rise in sea level, massive migrations, and decrease security in this sense weakens the concern for the
in food production -- may influence political environment because it puts lt into the category of
stability and the safety of a nation's citlzons, everyday issues along with job _ocurity, work
especially with regard to the social and economlc security, etc. Therefore, Professor Finger urged that
costs of prevevtion or mitigation of the effects, we get away from Cold War thinking and visualize
Thus, more recent definitions (Table V.1) view environmental security as being in the best
environmental depletion and other problems that interests of all people. In this approach, western
threaten the quality of life as threats to security, developed nations are not secure unless less

developed nations are also secure,

Marvin Soroos offered a definition of security
that incorporates some of Dr, Kirk's concerns, which TABLE V.1 Definitions of Security
suggest that we are secure to the extent that we can
e×pec_ to continue to enjoy what we value. Since all
nations' values are not the same, the definition of Old definition Security means the malnte.
security will vary from country to country. (Elizabeth Kirk) nance of the sovereignty of a
Although Professor Soroos believes that environ- country -- the integrity of

mental concerns should be incorporated into its borders, the safety of its r
security issues, he drew attention to some dangers populations, and the mainte-
in this position. Environmental security is nance of its political system.
inherently a defen._ive value, so perhaps it would be
more advantageous to think about the world in a Lester Brown Environmental degradation

more creative way, directing our thoughts to the (1977) is a threat to security.
invention of new ways of living rather than trying
to save the present system. Since the Third World Richard Ullman, Threats to security are all
views environmental security as being of more Princeton (1983) acts and events that greatly
concern to the developed world and since the Third diminish the quality of life
World places greater value on economic growth, this and substantially reduce
might be a more productive approach. Moreover, policy options open to
thinking of the environment as a security issue may government.
lead to selSserving unilateral policies rather than
international cooperation, as has been the case with John Firor (1991) A desirable state of national
military security, security is one in which

human-induced changes in
the environment do not

Matthias Finger, referring to the Army War produce tensions, instabili-
College Manual, pointed out that the greatest threat ties, or other impacts that
to security may come fi'om the impact of the army threaten the freedom or
on the environment. He sugge,,_ted that the idea of prosperity of people in the
environmental security draws upon the notion of nation.
collective security, which developed in response to
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Section VI

Discussion

This section presents issues raised during Responding to a question, Dr. Sisterson stated

vigorous and varied discussions that followed some that the increase in data resulting from the
of the formal presentations. It contains answers to CHAMMP Program would reduce the uncertainty in

questions and comments made by participants in the predicted temperature increase to less than the
response to other statements. No effort has been overall predicted change in about ten years. He
made to identify the speakers except where their thought it unlikely that this much reduction in the
remarks were extensive, referred to their research temperature uncertain:y would occur in only five

results, or opinion_ were sta'r,ed in response to a years. He pointed out that the increase in local
data will assist policymakers who are concerned

question, about potential crisis situations such as major
storms in their areas.

Improving the Models

It w as pointed out that while oceanographers The Value of Models

may be able to generate better models of the oceans
than climatologists, there are less data about ocean Despite the imprecision of models, both natural
temperatures because they are not as well moni- and social scientists argued that models serve a
tored as the atmosphere. Some ocean phenomena, useful thnction because they brip.,g together diverse

such as eddies, cannot be modeled as yet; never- processes and can ffive a sharper picture of the
theless; they carry a lot of energy and contribute to factors that will influence the climate. A model can
the distribution and absorption of CO 2. be tested, and if it agrees with existing data, it

increases our confidence in its predictive ability.

There was considerable discussion of how the

results of new atmospheric research will affect our Furthermore, models help us to focus attention
understanding of climate change and the accuracy on the processes that are taking place and can thus

of predictions. Many people believe that more increase our understanding of the phenomena even
information about the behavior of clouds and oceans when they cannot provide accurate predictions.
will reduce the uncertainty of the models, but not Individual measurements give information for the
everyone agreed. It was pointed out that research conditions at the instant the data were recorded.

might also uncover new problems that could An enormous amount of data may have to be
increase the uncertainty. It was also noted that searched to discover patterns that can illuminate
some information that already exists, such as that processes. Furthermore, models can be tested to see

on the hydrologic cycle, has not been used in the if they mimic existing data. If this is the case, we
models as much as it should be. can be fairly certain that the important processes

have been captured. The focus on processes can

A discussion developed around the connection also serve as a guide to new research that may be
between the effort to obtain more information about needed.
cloud formation and behavior and improvement in
weather forecasting. Some believe that the The coupling of models (e.g., using results
increased amount of data worldwide will lead to obtained by improvements in the general circulation
better forecasting. Others think that information model to feed into the economic model) can advance

already available on the effects of local features our ability to choose effective policies. For example,
such as mountains and lakes is not used to capacity, the use of models in the study of acid rain forced

and improvement in its use will lead to more chemists to realize that they needed the help of
accurate weather precllCrlon_. _.... e,..... , ...... r--a ........ , ...........
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fully understand the problem. In a similar way, Within the Soviet Union are areas in the south
interdisciplinary meetings serve to bring out the that could become arid at the same time that crops
shortcomings in the various models and suggest in northern areas would profit from higher
directions for their improvement, temperatures. It has been suggested that higher

temperatures would make it easier to extract the
Given the divergence of the models, how can mineral resources of Siberia. However, n,any Soviet

they be used to develop public policy? A comparison scientists fear that the melting of the permafrost
of the difference in the predicted temperature layers could cause severe problems that have never

change when no action is taken to reduce CO 2 been studied and that might make it more difficult
emissions versus the expected change produced by to exploit the mineral resources known to exist

an effort to reduce the increase in CO 2 emissions there. The historical evidence makes it difficult to
shows that in the short term, it won't matter very accept the idea of the Soviet Union becoming a
much if no action is taken. This suggests that we major agricu',tural power. Hence, many doubted
have time to continue ongoing research efforts that the Soviet Union would achieve a high level of
before implementing strong policy changes, economic power as a result of global warming.
Nevertheless, a recent National Academy of
Sciences study recommended the implementation of On the issue of climate change and conflict, it
conservation measures and the development of was noted that there are already conflicts between
adap_¢e strategies to mitigate the consequences of nations over water resources. Nations that use
climate change. Many people are in favor of con- river water for drinking and irrigation are often in
servation measures because they can also alleviate conflict with nations upstream because of the
the problems caused by pollution and acid rain and pollution and the reduction in the water's flow rate
provide for better management of natural resources, caused by this use. Examples cited were Egypt and

the Sudan and :Israel and Jordan. Climate change
As natural and social scientists work to make would cause additional stress to nations dealing

their research accessible to policymakers, it is with these problems.
important to help the latter understand that even if
ali the models agreed, there would still be no There was some speculation that nations might
absolute answers nor any unique solution to the not accept the limitations on sovereignty needed to
problem of global warming. Furthermore, although control emissions.. Others noted that these limita-
climate change will not be experienced to the same tions are already part of the world order (e.g., in the

degree in all areas, the fact that the world is GA_I_ agreements and the CFC Treaty).
economically interdependent means that ali nations
will be affected. This fact should be kept in mind The question of the formation of blocs of
when U.S. policy measures to counteract the green- winners and losers or developed nations and less
house effect are being developed, developed nations that could prevent international

action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions was
discussed at length. It was generally thought that

Climate Change and Conflict bringing more scientists into the policy-making
process would be helpful. However, it was noted

Since all areas of the globe will not experience that scientists from developing countries who
the same climate change, the issue of winners and participate in meetings on climate problems are
losers and its potential for conflict was discussed often chosen by their governments and are expected
extensively. Concern was expressed that putting to present their government's point of view.

emphasis on the idea of winners and losers will Concern was expressed that if the negotiations on
create conflicts that may never end. The possibility handling climate change were seen as a zero sum
was raised of addressing the issue as a philo- distribution, nothing will be accomplished.
sophical idea or in an economic context, without
identifying specific countries or regions as winners Dr. Qureshi addressed some of these issues. He
or losers. This issue was not resolved, noted that scientists in the developing countries
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were working to convince government ministers not their understanding of previous similar problems (in
to adopt a zero sum distribution view of global this case, the destruction of the ozone layer). But
warming. He believes it would be beneficial to raise this, too, is a subject that needs study,
ftmds to permit scientists from developing countries
to participate in international meetings privately. Since climate change has been on the scientific
In that way, all who are interested can attend these agenda for twenty years, the possibility that there is
meetings, not just those who are given funds by a cyclic nature to public concern was suggested.
their government and expected to support its views. While it is known that policy problems often are
As for preventing the formation of a negotiating characterized by oscillation between scientific and
block of less developed countries, he called attention moral issues, the idea of a cyclic pattern has not
to the role of the "behind the scenes" discussions been studied, and polls going back to 1.980 do not
that take place at all large international gatherings, show it. Matthias Fin_er disagreed with this view,
While these are very time-consuming activities and stating that he has daoa for polls going back to 1970
require much care and consideration, they usually that do show a cyclic effect. His studies suggest
get results, and he is hopeful that they can help to that people become sensitized by one catastrophic
forest._11 problems in this case. event (for example, Chernobyl), and when another

critical event occurs, they tend to overreact. This

behavior makes it difficult to mobilize public
Sociopolitical Impacts opinion in an organized and rational fashion.

The discussion focused largely on educating The fact that the issues have moral as well as
•mass publics, keeping public attention focused on scientific dimensions was stressed repeatedly. The
long-term issues, understanding how the lay public creation of a climate for the open discussion of both
absorbs scientific information, and improving the aspects of the issues is a rnajor need. In a situation
presentation of it. The need for more reporters with of tmcertainty or of insufficient scientific data,
science backgrotmds as well as the importance of politicians will readily resort to NIMTOF (not in my
providing training for reporters now at work was term of office). Education of the public and the
seen as crucial. Increasing attention is being given politicians was deemed essential to provide the base
to developing an understanding of risk assessment of support for the difficult government decisions
on the part of the press. It was suggested that that lie ahead.
universities with journalism departments could play
a major role in this effort. Another example is the Other equity issues that were mentioned
University of Chicago Benton Fellowship program, included: Does the future have a political
which brings journalists to the university for a year constituency? Who pays now and benefits now
of study in a subject of their own choosing, as a way versus who pays now and benefits later? How
of educating practicing journalists, should the future be discoLmted? If we waste our

future, will we be affected or will all the eriect fall
How saturation of public interest and creation of on our children? Although the problems are

public fear affect human response to issues international in scope, will the benefits of emissions
involving risk mhd uncertainty were seen as reduction cross national boundaries?
questions that ._,eeded further research. For
example, in the United States, there _s a significant
fear of nuclear power that has remained quite The UNCED Meeting
stable over time. It can be mobilized by particular
events and has prevented the construction of new The 1992 United Nations Conference on the

plants for over ten years, but little is known about .Environment and Development received consider-
swings in public opinion, able attention. It was stressed that scientists from

both developed and developing countries should
How the public absorbs scientific information is participate as sc'ientists, not as government

not well understood. In the case of greenhouse gas representatives. Emphasis was placed on the
emissions, there is some evidence that people importance of bringing the scientists from
incorporate their knowledge of this subject into developing and developed nations into contact.



Another means of fostering these contacts might be predicted temperature change .-- although the
to provide an arena outside the government in temperature change that actually occurs may not
which they can meet to analyze and discuss fall within the predicted range. However, what we
scientific information. The Pugwash Conferences can be sure of is that we are looking at changes that
(named for the location of the first such meeting in are greater than any humanity has experienced,
Nova Scotia) are an example of such an arena, and we should certainly be concerned with the
Held at irregular intervals during the Cold War, human dimensions of adapting to or coping with
they provided an informal channel of unofficial these changes.
communication between U.S. and Soviet scientists

during a period when official government communi- It is an interesting paradox that most of the
cation was often minimal and fraught with tension, modeling of climate change is being done in the

United States (five of six models are American and

Changes in the international _rder (e.g., in the only one is European), yet the Europeans are
way governments make policy decisions) will affect pushing for controls on emissions while the United
the focus of discussions in Brazil. The importance States is procrastinating on controls and
of ensuring that high-level policymakers attend the recommending further study.
meeting was stressed. However, when even ideol-
ogy is not stable over time (as changes such as the While it may be true that policymakers are look-
recent ones in eastern Europe and the Soviet Union ing for specific advice, not scientific information, we
show), how will the appropriate policymakers be must recognize that it is difficult to find certainty in
known? Even when governments change oll a a complex, nonlinear world, especially one that is
smaller scale, the education of policymakers has to interconnected. Politicians and policymakers will
start all over again, have t_ understand this, too, and our effort should

be directed toward ways to become better informed
These issues led to a discussion of non- about complex systems. On the other hand, often

government organizations (NGOs) and whether they countries do not use the information they already
can play a constructive role in meetings on environ- have, particularly with regard to preparing for
mental issues or whether their presence is counter- extreme events (e.g., severe storms and volcanic
productive because of their identity as advocate eruptions).
groups. If they can be recognized as groups that
have tracked various problems over time and are In response to a question about the attainment
thus able to provide useful _nformation, they have of population stabilization by raising the standard
valuable contributions to make. One important role of living, it was noted that economic motives and
is that they can bring both stability and expertise to the level of the standard of living are important, but
large international groups. In addition, they often the empowerment of women is absolutely necessary
have important data to present (as evidenced by the for changing population growth. This led to a query
role played by Greenpeace in the Antarctic Treaty about the technical and economic changes that
effort). NGOs can call meetings that governments would have to accompany population growth if the
do not want to hold and gather participants through standard of living were to be maintained, but no
social pressure. Whatever UNCED decides about solutions to this problem were offered. However,
the participation of NGOs, they will certainly be Professor Kasperson described a research effort that
present in Brazil, although they may not sit at the examines the relationship between population
table. A strongly stated final reminder was that growth and environment by region, especially
NGOs are frequently advocate groups and should situations in which the relationship is moving to a
not be equated with the scientific community, critical stage. The study is examining adaptations

that occur in response to resource and environ..
mental depletion, the means of stabilizing or moving

Miscellaneous Items away from critical situations, and areas in which
populations are living in a sustained relationship

It was noted that our concerns are focused on. with the environment, as in some sparsely
the worst-case scenario -- namely, the greatest populated areas.
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Section VI

Attention was drawn to the fact that past
temperature changes do not correlate with periods
of high human welfare. For example, the best
match between food supply and population
historically was between 1200 and 1600, a period of
declining temperature.
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Section VII

Conference Program

MAY 8, 1991

5:30 - 7:30 Reception and Dinner

7:30 - 9:30 SESSION I

Welcome

Joel Snow, Associate Vice President for Argonne National Laboratory, University of Chicago

Predicting Climate Change: Certainties and Uncertainties
Tom Donahue, University of Michigan

MAY 9, 1991

9:00- 11:00 SESSION II

Physical, Economic, Social and Security Consequences of Climate Change
Charles Lipson, University of Chicago (Chair)
Richard Kosobud, University of Illinois at Chicago
Vernon Ruttan, University of Minnesota
Roger Kasperson, Clark University

11:00 - 11:20 Coffee Break

11:20-12:30 SESSION II(continued)

' Discussion

12:30 - 2:00 Lunch

2:00-3:30 SESSION III

Climate Change and Energy Production and Consumption
David Streets, Argonne National Laboratory (Chair)
David South, Argonne National Laboratory
Ata Qureshi, Climate Research Institute

3:30 - 3:50 Coffee Break

3:50 - 5:30 SESSION III (continued)

Discussion

6:00- 8:30 Dinner



Section VII

MAY 10, 1991

9:00 - 10:20 SESSION IV

Current Research Projects
Robert Ayres, Carnegie Mellon University
John Firor, National Center for Atmospheric Research
Douglas Sisterson, Argonne National Laboratory

10:20 - 10:40 Coffee Break

10:40 - 12:10 SESSION IV (continued)

Laboratory Tours: Integral Fast Reactor and Superconductivity

12:15.1:30 Lunch

1'.30 - 3:30 SESSION V

Wrap-up Discussion and Formulation of New Interdisciplinary Research Agendas
Harold Jacobson, University of Michigan (Chair')



Section VIII
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Professor Robert U. Ayres Professor Roger Kasperson
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University of Illinois

Dr, Peter Broke
BDM International, Inc, Professor Richard Kosobud

University of Illinois at Chicago
Professor John Clark

University of Kansas Mr. Danny Lain
indiana University

Mr. Jim Clem
University of Michigan Mr. Myungsuk Lee

Indiana University

Dr, Rob Coppock
National Research Comlcil Professor James Lindsay

University of Iowa

Professor Craig David
Ohio State University Professor Charles Lipson

University of Chicago

Professor Thomas Denahue
University of Michigan Ms, Annette Matheny

University of'Illinois

Ms. Elizabeth Economy
University of Michigan Professor James K, Mitchell

Rutgers University

Professor Matthias Finger

Syracuse University Professor Elinor Ostrom
Indiana University

Dr. John W, Firor
National Center for Atmospheric Dr, Ata Qureshi

Research Climate Research Institute
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